Flushmate® Pressure Assist Systems
The most efficient flushing technology in the world.

Each Kit Contains:
• A Flushmate Replacement System (either 1.6 or 1.28 gpf)
• Handle Replacement Kit

Advantages of the Flushmate upgrade
• Proven technology with 30 years of experience
• 10 year limited warranty
• Field-Tested, Plumber-Approved

IMPORTANT. You can upgrade the following systems to Flushmate.

Kit # M-101526-F31K (1.6 gpf) used with:
• American Standard 4142016
• Crane 3612
• Eljer 141-7000
• Peerless 1
• Zurn 1.6 gpf Pressure Assist Tank

Kit # M-101526-F3H1K (1.28 gpf) used with:
• American Standard 4142100
• Crane 31612
• Gerber DF28-380, EF28-380
• Mansfield 119
• Zurn 1.1 gpf Pressure Assist Tank

To find out more, call 800-875-9116 or visit us online at www.flushmate.com